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Portugal during the Spanish Inquisition, 
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the benefits and drawbacks of sharing 
the planet with insects, and relationships 
between humans and animals.
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Using This Guide

We invite you to use this magazine as a flexible teaching tool, ideal for providing 
interdisciplinary instruction of social studies and science content as well as core literacy 
concepts  Find practical advice for teaching individual articles or use a mini-unit that helps 
your students make cross-text connections as they integrate ideas and information   

READ INDIVIDUAL ARTICLES PAGES 4 – 12

Each article in this magazine is well-suited for teaching literacy concepts and content area knowledge  For each 

individual article in this guide, you’ll find the following:

Prepare to Read
CCSS Speaking and Listening 1, 2, 4

Writing/Speaking and Listening
CCSS Writing 1, 2, 3 & 6

CCSS Speaking and Listening 1, 2, 4

Content Concepts
C3 Framework for Social Studies 

Next Generation Science Standards

TEACH A MINI-UNIT PAGES 14 – 16

Magazine articles can easily be grouped to make cross-text 

connections and comparisons  Our Mini-Unit allows students 

to read and discuss multiple articles and integrate ideas and 

information (CCSS Reading 9)  Discussing multiple articles 

(CCSS Reading 9) prepares students to write texts to share and 

publish in a variety of ways (CCSS Writing 2) 

Key Vocabulary 
CCSS Reading 4

ARTICLES

SOCIAL 
STUDIES

CORE 
LITERACY

Close Reading and Text Analysis
CCSS Reading 1-10

Essential Question
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Skills and Standards Overview

Essential Question: How do beliefs and values influence the way characters behave?

MAGAZINE  
ARTICLES

CORE CONTENT 
CONCEPT

LITERACY  
SKILLS

CORRESPONDING CCSS 
ANCHOR STANDARDS

The Inside Name
Historical Fiction

Characters’ beliefs and 
attitudes may be affected by 
the time and place in which 
they live 

• Close Reading
• Analyze Word Choice
• Analyze Historical Fiction
• Collaborate

Reading 3, 4 & 5
Speaking & Listening 1 & 6

Venice at Sunset
Lyrical Poem

Poets create imagery by 
describing details a person 
might see while looking at a 
scene  The words the poet 
chooses help readers imagine 
the scene  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Imagery
• Analyze Tone
• Write a Poem

Reading 1, 3 & 4
Writing 3

Murik and the Magic Sack
Folktale

In many folktales, magic is an 
important element that helps to 
move the plot forward 

• Close Reading
• Analyze Text Structure
• Analyze Point of View
• Write a Personal 

Narrative

Reading 1, 3, 5 & 6
Writing 3

The Great Grasshopper 
Mystery
Narrative Nonfiction

Science articles often describe 
cause-effect relationships in 
nature  An effect tells what 
happens  A cause explains why 
something happens  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Text Structure
• Analyze Perspectives
• Write a Diary Entry

Reading 1, 2, 5 & 6
Writing 3

Fried Crickets, Anyone?
Expository Nonfiction

Information used to support 
an author’s claims is called 
evidence  Evidence may 
be facts, figures, details, 
quotations, or other sources of  
information 

• Close Reading
• Analyze Author’s 

Purpose
• Evaluate Evidence
• Give an Entomophagy 

Fair Presentation

Reading 1, 6 & 8
Speaking & Listening 4 & 6

Bugalicious Party Recipes
Procedure

A procedure text explains how 
to complete a specific task 
and usually includes numbered 
steps  A recipe is a type of 
procedure text 

• Close Reading
• Analyze Word Choice
• Compare Texts
• Write a Recipe

Reading 1, 4 & 9
Writing 2

Ahimsa
Contemporary Realistic 
Fiction

A perspective is a way of 
thinking about something  
Different story characters may 
have different perspectives 
about the same thing  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Perspectives
• Compare Texts
• Research and Write a 

Persuasive Speech

Reading 1, 3, 6 & 9
Writing 1 & 7
Speaking & Listening 4

Percy Plumb, Cowboy
Contemporary Realistic 
Fiction

The climax of a story is the 
point of greatest interest or 
excitement  At the climax, 
something important happens 
and the outcome of the story 
becomes clear  

• Close Reading
• Analyze Word Choice
• Analyze Text Structure
• Create a Comic Strip 

Story

Reading 2, 3, 4 & 5
Writing 3

April Rose in Charge
Contemporary Realistic 
Fiction

Story events and conflicts can 
cause characters to change and 
grow 

• Close Reading
• Analyze Plot
• Analyze Point of View
• Judge a Character

Reading 3, 5 & 6
Speaking & Listening 1 & 6

Comparing Texts: Reading 9

Mini-Unit: Reading 1, 2 & 3; Speaking & Listening 1 & 6
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ARTICLE: The Inside Name
Magazine pages 5 - 11, Historical Fiction     

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Collaborate  Just before Samuel gets on the ship, he cuts a small stem from his 

grandfather’s lemon tree  Samuel wants to plant it in his new home  Get together 

with a small group of classmates to discuss these questions:

• Why does Samuel want to grow a new lemon tree?

• Why are family traditions important? 

Take turns speaking and listening 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• Which characters in this story show bravery? How do they show it? Support 

your response with details from the text   CCSS Reading 3

• How can you tell that Samuel and his family feel strongly about their religion? 

Use details from the text to support your response   CCSS Reading 3

• How does Samuel react when Diego calls him a name? Why does he react this 

way? Cite details from the story to support your response   CCSS Reading 3

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Word Choice  Papa explains that La Senora helps Jews escape “the 

claws of the Inquisition ” What do you visualize when you read this phrase? 

What ideas about the Inquisition does it convey?  CCSS Reading 4 

• Analyze Historical Fiction  Historical fiction is based on facts about a certain 

time in history  This story tells about Portugal during the Inquisition  What do 

you learn about this period from the story?   CCSS Reading 5

PREPARE TO READ

Point out Lisbon, Portugal, on a world map and explain that this story is set in 

Lisbon almost 500 years ago  Read aloud the historical note on pages 10-11  

Stop on page 11 after the sentence that begins, “As conditions worsened    ” 

Discuss students’ thoughts and reactions  Then have them read the story 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do beliefs and values 
influence the way characters 
behave? 

KEY VOCABULARY
survey (p. 5) to look at and 

examine all parts of something

monastery (p. 6) a place where 

monks live and work together

vestry (p. 6) a small room in a 

church where a priest dresses for the 

services and where holy items used 

during services are kept

empire  (p. 10) a very large 

business or group of businesses under 

the control of one person or company

History  The Jews of Spain and 
Portugal and their descendants are 
known as Sephardic Jews  Conduct 
research to learn about Sephardic 
culture, history and traditions  Work 
in a group to create a presentation 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Language Arts  Characters’ beliefs 
and attitudes may be affected by the 
time and place in which they live  

CORE CONTENT

In 1497, the king of Portugal forced all Jews in his kingdom to 

convert to Christianity and take on Christian names  Many of the 

Jews who converted continued to practice Judaism in secret  This 

story describes the experiences of a Jewish family in Portugal 

during this period 
Le

xi
le

 S
co

re
: 9

0
0

In the late afternoon, when the red clay 
tiles of our roof have been baked warm by the 
Lisbon sun, I scramble to the top and pretend 
I am king of Portugal. I survey my land to 
the south. From the rooftop, the Tagus River 
gleams like a blue satin ribbon dotted with 
the white sails of merchant ships. 

If I were king, I would not sit fat and happy 
in my palace on the hill. I would have my pick 
of the great caravels that crowd the port of 
Lisbon, and their tall masts would carry my 
banner of gold and red. Like Henry the naviga-
tor prince, I would explore distant lands, where 
birds of every color roost in the trees and green-
eyed tigers crouch in the tall grass.  

Suddenly, Mama’s secret whistle brings me 
back from faraway lands. It is her way of calling 
me without having to use my outside name. 

If I were king, I wouldn’t need an outside 
name. I would be called by my Jewish name 
all the time. On Friday evenings, Mama 

by Randi Sonenshine

    The  InsIde name

O U T S I D E ,  I  A M  called Felipe 
Alonso. But inside, I have a secret name. 

CARAVELS ARE SPANISH 
OR PORTUGUESE SAILING 

SHIPS.

PRINCE HENRY THE 
NAVIGATOR OF PORTUGAL 

SPONSORED MANY 
VOYAGES OF DISCOVERY IN 

THE 15TH CENTURY.

I l lustrated by Leonid Gore
text © 2017 by Randi Sonenshine, art © 2017 by Leonid Gore 5
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ARTICLE: Venice at Sunset
Magazine page 12, Lyrical Poem     

WRITING

Write a Poem  Find a place to observe your town at sunset  You might go to a park, 

the public library, or your own front steps  Bring a notebook and pencil  Sit quietly 

and use all of your senses to take notice of everything around you  Jot down your 

ideas  Then use them to write a poem  In your classroom, combine your poem with 

those of your classmates to create one long poem titled “[Your Town] at Sunset ” 

Perform a group reading of the poem for another class 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• What did you notice about this poem? What did you like or dislike about it? 

Cite details from the poem to support your response   CCSS Reading 1

•  What details about time and place, or setting, do you learn from the poem? 

Use information from the poem to support your response   CCSS Reading 3

• What does the speaker mean when she says “Even the bridges sigh at dusk”? 

Support your response with details from the poem   CCSS Reading 3

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Imagery  The poet used imagery to create a picture of Venice at 

sunset in your mind  How do you imagine “crumbling facades” to look? 

Identify three other images and describe what you pictured   CCSS Reading 4

• Analyze Tone  What is the speaker doing? How do you think the speaker feels 

about Venice at sunset? Discuss your ideas with a partner  Then work together 

to find the words, images, and details that create this tone   CCSS Reading 4

PREPARE TO READ

Explain that the next poem is about Venice, a very beautiful city in Italy that 

is spread across 117 small islands separated by canals  Show photos of Venice 

(available online) and go over the vocabulary list, pointing out examples of the 

items in the list  Finally, read the poem aloud 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do beliefs and values 
influence the way characters 
behave?  

KEY VOCABULARY
facades (p. 12) the fronts of 

buildings

lapis (p. 12) a deep blue stone that 

is used in jewelry

mosaics (p. 12) a decoration on a 

surface made by pressing small pieces 

of colored glass or stone into a soft 

material that then hardens to make 

pictures or patterns

gondolas (p. 12)  a long narrow 

boat used on the canals of Venice

Art  Venice is filled with beautiful 
mosaics —pictures or designs made 
with small colored stones or pieces of 
glass   Learn about mosaics using the 
library or internet  Then draw or make 
your own mosaic  Share your art and 
information with the class 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Language Arts  Poets create imagery 
by describing details a person might 
see while looking at a scene  The 
words the poet chooses help readers 
imagine the scene  

CORE CONTENT

The speaker in this poem describes in detail the beauty of the sun 

setting over St  Mark’s Cathedral in Venice, Italy 

When the sun goes down
over its dull green canals,
La Serenissima,
the Serene City,
rises in glory
from the dust of crumbling facades.

The light catches the gold
of the dome of St. Mark’s.
The palazzos’ lapis mosaics 
blaze blue as summer sky
against the lace of ivory stone.
The black gondolas, 
which worked the watery trails
like armies of sluggish ants,
soon are tucked beneath bright coverlets;
they sway like turquoise and indigo
blossoms in a breeze-tossed garden.  

Even the bridges sigh at dusk 
in the city dreamed by a lagoon.

Venice 
      at Sunset

by Sandi Leibowitz

text © 2017 by Sandi Leibowitz12
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ARTICLE: Murik and the Magic Sack
Magazine pages 13 - 16, Folktale     

WRITING

Write a Personal Narrative  What would you do with a magic sack? Write a short 

essay to describe how you would use the sack  Explain in detail why you would use 

it this way  Read your essay to the class  

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• How does Murik get the magic sack? Use details from the text to support your 

response   CCSS Reading 1

•  What do you think Murik values, or thinks is important, in life? Support your 

information with details from the story   CCSS Reading 3

• How do Murik’s values influence the way he behaves in the story? Cite details 

from the story to support your response   CCSS Reading 3

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Text Structure  What events in the story happen as a result of the 

magic sack? Work with a partner to make a list of these events  Then discuss 

how the story would change if Murik hadn’t received the sack   CCSS Reading 5

• Analyze Point of View  This story is told from the third-person point of view 

by an outside narrator  Choose a scene from the story and rewrite it from 

Murik’s point of view  How does this change the scene?  CCSS Reading 6

PREPARE TO READ

Invite students to name books and movies that include magic  Ask volunteers to 

explain how magic is important in these works  Then read aloud the title of the 

story and preview the pictures  Have students predict how the magic sack will 

be important in the story 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do beliefs and values 
influence the way characters 
behave? 

KEY VOCABULARY
ravine (p. 13)  a small, deep, 

narrow valley

bazaar (p. 15) a type of market 

found especially in Middle Eastern 

countries that has rows of small shops 

which sell many different kinds of 

things

granary (p. 15) a building in which 

grain is stored

tranquil (p. 16) quiet and peaceful

Social Studies  Murik travels in 
the magic sack to a bazaar, a type 
of large market found in Middle 
Eastern countries  The world’s largest 
bazaar—the Grand Bazaar—is located 
in Istanbul  Research this market and 
make a poster to report on it 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Language Arts  In many folktales, 
magic is an important element that 
helps to move the plot forward 

CORE CONTENT

In return for freeing a strange old man from a trap in the woods, 

Murik is given a magic sack that can take him anywhere he wants 

to go  He plans to use it to buy a birthday present for his wife  One 

night, a mouse skitters into the bag and both disappear  Murik must 

find the missing bag so he can give his wife a wonderful present 
Le

xi
le

 S
co

re
: 9

0
0

In a dark ravine, moss covered lumpy rocks. 
Murik’s gray hair clung damp beneath his ragged 
hat. He was weary and about to sit and rest when one 
of the rocks shouted, “Help!”

Murik stumbled backward into a patch of nettles.
The rock was, in fact, not a rock at all but an ancient man cloaked in 

leaves. Moss grew in his beard and tufted eyebrows. He raised one knobby 
foot, and Murik saw that it was caught in a hunter’s steel trap.

Opening his pack, Murik set to work with his root-cutting chisel. Soon 
the old man was free. Murik offered him a bunch of wild grapes he had 
gathered.

“Good traveler,” said the man, licking juice from his fingers, 
“you have saved my life. Now I will give you something 
useful.” He tested his injured leg, then scuttled 
off into the ferns.

Murik trudged deep  into 
the forest, where roots twisted like slimy 
stairways. He wanted to find enough herbs 
and berries to earn a few extra coins; his wife, 
Elgreth, had a birthday coming soon.

Murik  
and the 
Magic 
Sack

by Frederic S. Durbin

I l lustrated by Andrew Por twood

NETTLES ARE PLANTS WITH STINGING HAIRS! 

13
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ARTICLE: The Great Grasshopper Mystery
Magazine pages 17 - 21, Narrative Nonfiction     

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Write a Diary Entry: The Pioneer Life  Write about daily life as if you were a 

settler—a father, husband, worker, mother, wife, or child  First conduct research to 

find out more about the daily lives of settlers on the American frontier  Then write 

from the first-person point of view, using I and me  Include lots of specific details 

about daily life to make up the story of your settler  Then read your writing to the 

class  Use gestures and the tone of your voice to make your presentation interesting 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• What mystery does this article explain? Cite details from the text to support 

your response   CCSS Reading 1

•  What causes locust plagues? Use information from the text to support your 

response   CCSS Reading 1

• How did Jeffrey Lockwood solve the great grasshopper mystery? Support your 

answer with details from the text   CCSS Reading 2

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Text Structure  This article uses a cause-and-effect text structure to 

describe locust plagues on the Great Plains in the 1870s  Use the Cause-Effect 

graphic organizer (p  19) to analyze information in this article   CCSS Reading 5

• Analyze Perspectives  Settlers valued hard work and strength  They relied on 

themselves during tough times and refused to give up  How did these values 

influence the way the settlers reacted to locust swarms?  CCSS Reading 6

PREPARE TO READ

Explain that locusts are grasshopper-like insects that can form massive groups, 

called swarms  Show a short video of a locust swarm from the internet  Explain 

that swarms can eat up to 400 million pounds of plants each day  Discuss how 

locust swarms probably affect farming areas and the people who live in them 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do beliefs and values 
influence the way characters 
behave?

KEY VOCABULARY
droughts (p. 18) periods of time 

during which there is little or no rain

plague (p. 18) a large number of 

harmful or annoying things

sacrificed (p. 18) gave something 

up in order to get something else

gorging (p. 20) eating large 

amounts of food

entomologist (p. 21) a scientist 

who studies insects

Science  Use a Venn diagram (p  
20) to compare and contrast locusts 
and grasshoppers  Conduct research 
to find out how these two insects 
are similar and different  Record 
information in the diagram  Share 
your work with the class 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Language Arts  Science articles 
often describe cause-effect 
relationships in nature  An effect tells 
what happens  A cause explains why 
something happens  

CORE CONTENT

Through narrative and factual information, this article describes the 

terrible locust plagues endured by settlers living on the Great Plains in 

the late 1870s  In 1875, the locusts became suddenly and mysteriously 

extinct  Over 100 years later, this mystery was finally solved  

Le
xi

le
 S
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re
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0

4
0

As he scanned the western sky, hoping for any  
sign of rain that might yet rescue his family’s drought-
shriveled crops, Tom noticed a mysterious cloud 
forming on the horizon. Soon its dark, smoky wisps 
grew into a thick, eerie brown mass that began cover-
ing the prairie in shadow. It was as if a blanket were 
being pulled over the earth. 

A weird buzzing and whirring noise came from 
inside the cloud. As it swept overhead, large grasshop-
pers began dropping from the sky, pelting the ground 
like hail. They thudded against Tom, clinging to his 
clothes with their spindly legs.

Grasshoppers soon blanketed everything, includ-
ing Tom’s cattle. Bawling and bellowing, the frightened 
animals stampeded across the prairie. Tom chased them 
through the blizzard of grasshoppers for miles. Finally, 
the exhausted cattle slowed, and Tom was able to turn 
the herd around. On the way back he met up with his 

SCORCHING WINDS RIPPLED 
through the sea of brown grass as Tom and 
his pony drove the family’s small herd of cattle 
onto the prairie to graze. Tom’s father had gone 
into town that morning, leaving the ten-year-old in 
charge of the herd. Fences were rare on the Kansas 
frontier, and it was Tom’s job to keep the family’s 
cattle from scattering over the vast grassland.

The GREAT  
GRASSHOPPER  

Mystery
by Sally Lee

I l lustrated by Lor i  McElrath-Eslick
text © 2017 by Sally Lee, art © 2017 by Lori McElrath-Eslick 17
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ARTICLE: Fried Crickets, Anyone?
Magazine pages 22 - 25, Expository Nonfiction     

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Give an Entomophagy Fair Presentation  Work with a partner or small group 

to create a presentation about entomophagy   Here are a few ideas: create and 

present a poster showing the health and environmental benefits of eating insects, 

demonstrate an insect recipe, make an advertisement for a restaurant that specializes 

in insect dishes, or design a special dinner menu full of insect dishes  Use the internet 

to find information for your presentation  Then present your project to the class  

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• How have Americans’ beliefs about insects influenced the use of insects as 

food here? Use details from the text to support your response   CCSS Reading 1

•  What are the economic benefits of eating insects? Cite details from the text to 

support your answer   CCSS Reading 1

• How might bugs be an important source of food in the future? Support your 

response with details from the text   CCSS Reading 1

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Author’s Purpose  Authors write to inform, persuade, or entertain 

readers  Sometimes an author has more than one purpose for writing  Why did 

this author write about eating insects? Support your ideas   CCSS Reading 6

• Evaluate Evidence  The author states that Americans will probably change 

their minds about eating insects   How does she support this idea? Was the 

evidence sufficient to convince you?  CCSS Reading 8

PREPARE TO READ

Ask if students have ever eaten insects and if they would  Discuss different 

ways of eating insects, such as ground up into flour for baking, mixed in a 

sauce with more common ingredients, deep-fried whole, or chocolate covered  

Explain that the next article may persuade students to eat more bugs 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do beliefs and values 
influence the way characters 
behave? 

KEY VOCABULARY
larvae (p. 22) a very young form 

of an insect that looks like a worm

consumption (p. 23) the act of 

eating or drinking something

mindset (p. 24) a person’s 

attitude or set of opinions about 

something

delicacy (p. 24) a food that 

people like to eat because it is special 

or rare

Social Studies  Find out if you 
can buy insect products at nearby 
supermarkets  Interview a store 
manager to find out how long the 
store has been selling insect products 
and how well they sell  If possible, try 
some of the products 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Language Arts Information used to 
support an author’s claims is called 
evidence  Evidence may be facts, 
figures, details, quotations, or other 
sources of information 

CORE CONTENT

Insects are a protein-rich food source that people around 

the world include in their diets  So why hasn’t the United 

States embraced entomophagy, or eating insects? The 

author describes nutritional, economic, and environmental 

advantages to adding bugs to our daily diet  

Le
xi

le
 S

co
re

: 1
17

0
DO SAUT 'EED GRASSHOPPERS  with 

garlic, lime, and salt served with a side of 
guacamole and tortilla chips sound like a 
tasty snack to you? You can find it at Mezcal 
restaurant in San Jose, California. How 
about Oaxacan-style dried grasshoppers with 
onions and jalapenos? You can order that 
at Toloache restaurant in New York. Ready 

for dessert? Hotlix candy store in Grover 
Beach, California, sells grape-flavored 
cricket lollipops—50,000 each week! You 
may be thinking that a cricket lollipop 
doesn’t sound too awful, but if someone sat 
a steaming bowl of slimy larvae down in 
front of you at the dinner table, you would 
probably bolt for the bathroom.

by Pam bailes

Fr
ied

 Cr i ckets, Anyone?

A CRICKET LOLLIPOP? EEK! 
I’M GOING TO HAVE STICKY 

NIGHTMARES.

SAUTÉED 
MEANS 
LIGHTLY 
FRIED.

22

While there are other restaurants in 
the United States that feature insect dishes 
on their menus, Americans have been slow 
to join the bug-eating population. Eating 
insects is called entomophagy, and it is esti-
mated that over half the people in the world 
now include this protein-rich food source in 
their diets. Bug dishes appear on the menus 
of restaurants in Africa, Canada, Germany, 
Hong Kong, the Philippines, Singapore, the 
Netherlands, and the United Kingdom, as 
well as the United States. If you prefer to 
prepare your own squirmy feast at home, 
there are even insect cookbooks to guide you. 
You mustn’t collect your own ingredients, 
though. Insects caught in the wild, rather 
than ones raised for human consumption, 
often contain pesticides.

There are good 
reasons for the grow-
ing popularity of 
entomophagy. The 
number of people in 
the world increases 
by about 250 each 
minute. At that 
rate, the 7.5 billion 
people living on 
earth today will 
grow to ten billion 
by the year 2100. 
Those are really 
big numbers,  
but the most 
important fact is that ten  
billion people will require a lot more food 
than is needed by the current population of 
the world. It is a strain to feed all of us now, 
and this earth we live on is not going to grow 
any bigger in the next few years. If there is to 
be enough food to keep the stomachs of ten 
billion people full, we must find new sources 
of nutrition.

That’s where the bees, crickets, and other 
creepy crawlies come in. One of the largest 
food resources in the world is represented by 
insects. If you think ten billion is a lot of 
people, then consider this. Scientists estimate 
that there are ten quintillion insects in the 
world. That’s a ten followed by eighteen zeroes, 
or 10,000,000,000,000,000,000—which 
translates into a lot of food! 

A dinner of insect dishes may sound 
downright yucky to you, but many people  
in the world actually enjoy fried crickets  
and those slimy larvae mentioned earlier.  

Fr
ied

 Cr i ckets, Anyone?

23
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ARTICLE: Bugalicious Party Recipes
Magazine page 26, Procedure     

WRITING

Write a Recipe  Many families have recipes that they serve on birthdays, holidays 

or other special occasions  Create a recipe article using one of your family’s favorite 

recipes  First, copy the recipe on a piece of paper  Then write an introduction for the 

recipe that describes why it is special to your family or tells a story about it   Create 

a title for the recipe if it doesn’t have one already  Then add illustrations   Share your 

article with the class 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• What is the goal of this article? Support your response with details from the 

text   CCSS Reading 1

•  What would happen if you tried to make these recipes just before your guests 

arrived? Cite details from the text to support your response   CCSS Reading 1

• How do you think party guests would react if they were offered these two 

dishes? Use details from the text to support your response   CCSS Reading 1

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Word Choice  Verbs in recipes are often in the imperative form  With 

a partner, find and list the imperative verbs in the recipes  Then find and list 

words that tell when to do something, such as after or before   CCSS Reading 4 

Compare Texts  Compare the bugsickle and bugjoose recipes  Look closely at 

the recipe titles and the “What You’ll Need” and “What to Do” sections  Use a 

Venn diagram (p  20) to record the similarities and differences   CCSS Reading 9

PREPARE TO READ

Tell students to listen for verbs as you read aloud these sentences: Stir the 

sauce. Chop the onion. Slice the ham  Ask volunteers to identify the verbs 

and describe what they have in common  Explain that the verbs are in the 

imperative or command form (i e  they’re directions), often used in recipes 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do beliefs and values 
influence the way characters 
behave? 

KEY VOCABULARY
contribute (p. 26) to give 

something, such as money, goods, or 

time, to help a person, group, cause, 

or organization

sherbet (p. 26) a frozen sweet 

dessert made from fruit or fruit juices

Social Studies  The United States is 
made up of different regions, each 
with its own special dishes  Work in a 
group to research at least 5 regional 
dishes  Find out why they are popular 
in these regions  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Language Arts  A procedure text 
explains how to complete a specific task 
and usually includes numbered steps  A 
recipe is a type of procedure text 

CORE CONTENT

If eating real insects isn’t something you’re ready for, try these two recipes  

Yes, they do include bugs, but only the plastic and gummy variety 

C R E A T E  A  B U G G Y  buzz at your next 
party with these favorite Ugly Bird family 
recipes. 

Grate Unkle Ugly’s Frozin Bugsickles

What You’ll Need:

 lemonade or fruit juice
 small paper cups
 gummy bugs

What to Do:

 1. Pour liquid into cups.
 2. Add gummy bugs.
 3. Cover cups with aluminum foil.
 4.  Insert sticks into center of cups through 

aluminum foil.
 5. Freeze overnight.

Bugalicious 
Party 

Recipes

BILLY-BOB UGLY’S SUTHURN 
BUGJOOSE

What You’ll Need:
 3  liters chilled lemon-lime soda
 1 quart chilled pineapple juice
    plastic or gummy bugs

What to Do:

 1.  The day before the party, f ill ice cube trays with one 
bug per section and lemon-lime soda, then freeze. Every 
time a tray is frozen, transfer the bug-cubes to a zip-
pered freezer bag. Repeat as often as needed.

 2.  Shortly before the party, mix remaining lemon-lime soda, 
the pineapple juice, and lime  
sherbet in a punch bowl 
and add the frozen bug 
cubes.

OF COURSE, 
UGLY’S 
FAMILY 
RECIPES 
FEATURE 
BUGS!

AT LEAST 
THEY’RE 
CANDY 

BUGS THIS 
TIME.

IT’S STILL 
A LITTLE 
CREEPY... 

(GET IT? 
BUGS, 

CREEPY? 
HAW HAW.)
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 aluminum foil
 cra ft or Popsicle 

sticks

      ice  cube trays
 1/2  quart lime sherbet
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ARTICLE: Ahimsa
Magazine pages 27 - 32, Contemporary Realistic Fiction     

WRITING

Research and Write a Persuasive Speech  Conduct research to learn more about 

nonviolence, the practice of using peaceful means to bring about different types 

of change  What are some examples of nonviolence? Why did civil rights leaders 

like Martin Luther King Jr  in the United States use nonviolence? What other leaders 

have used nonviolence? Write a one-minute speech where you argue whether 

nonviolence is successful   Give your speech to the class 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• What is ahimsa? Cite details from the text to support your response    

CCSS Reading 1

•  What does Lily believe about how living things should be treated? Cite details 

from the text to support your response   CCSS Reading 3

• How do Lily’s beliefs affect her actions and behavior? Support your ideas with 

details from the text   CCSS Reading 3

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Perspectives  What is Lily’s attitude toward the moths and 

caterpillars on her grapevine? Compare this with the attitudes expressed by 

the man at the greenhouse and the internet article Lily reads   CCSS Reading 6

• Compare Texts  Read the poem on page 32  How are the ideas in this poem 

connected to the ideas and events in the story? How do you think Lily would 

feel about this poem? Discuss your ideas with a partner   CCSS Reading 9

PREPARE TO READ

Discuss how students feel about bugs and insects   Then use the following 

questions to prompt discussion: Can bugs be cute? Should people feel guilty 

for killing insects? Are there times when we shouldn’t kill bugs? After the 

discussion, explain that the girl in this story does not believe in killing bugs 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do beliefs and values 
influence the way characters 
behave? 

KEY VOCABULARY
Hinduism (p. 27) the main 

religion of India which includes the 

worship of many gods and the belief 

that after you die you return to life in a 

different form

Buddhism (p. 27) a religion of 

eastern and central Asia

trellis (p. 27)  a wooden frame 

used as a support for climbing plants

spiritual (p. 27) of or relating to 

religion or religious beliefs

Writing  Write a story that conveys 
the theme “be kind to others ” In 
your story, describe a character who 
must make a choice to be kind  Use 
dialogue, character interactions, and 
description  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Language Arts  A perspective is a 
way of thinking about something  
Different story characters may have 
different perspectives about the 
same thing  

CORE CONTENT

Lily loves all creatures great and small, including spiders, and 

believes that all lives are precious  When caterpillars begin to 

destroy the leaves of her beloved grapevine, Lily must figure out 

how to save her plant without hurting the insects that are eating it 
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“Stop!” I yelled. “She’s somebody’s mother!”
Mom told everyone. I don’t think it stopped anybody from killing 

spiders. She, however, began to cup paper towels around the intruders 
and whisk them outdoors to freedom.

Mom’s friend said that I was practicing ahimsa, the belief that 
people shouldn’t harm other living things. She told me that Hindus and 
Buddhists believe that the lives of even the tiniest creatures are precious 
and must be honored, and we should never do them harm.

One summer day, Mom and I were at the local greenhouse.  
A tall, bushy vine with bright green leaves caught my attention. A 
grapevine! I begged Mom to buy one.

“Gol, Lily,” she exclaimed, “where would we plant it? In our apart-
ment everything we grow has to be in pots.”

“Oh, Mom, we can find something big enough.” I pulled out my 
allowance money, which I’d planned to spend on Rollerblades.

“You want it that badly?” Mom asked in disbelief.
“Yeah! Wouldn’t it be fun to have grapes from our own vine?”
Mom sighed, giving in. “All right,” she said. “But you’ll have to take 

good care of it yourself.”

ON C E  W H EN  I  was four, Mom attacked a keyhole with a 
paper towel, wiping a spider clear out of existence.

A imsa
by Josie  Tagliente

I l lustrated by Michael  Cheswor th

EVEN THE TINIEST 
LIVES ARE PRECIOUS.

ESPECIALLY THE 
TINIEST LIVES!

27
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ARTICLE: Percy Plumb, Cowboy
Magazine pages 34 - 39, Contemporary Realistic Fiction     

WRITING

Create a Comic Strip Story  Choose one scene from the story and turn it into a 

comic strip  First, plan out the pictures you will draw and the text you will include in 

each box  Next, make revisions to your ideas  Finally, create your finished strip  Post 

your comic strip in the classroom or submit it to your school newspaper 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• How does Percy’s desire to be a real cowboy affect his actions and behavior? 

Support your response with details from the story   CCSS Reading 3

• How does Percy change over the course of the story? Are the changes positive 

or negative? Use details from the text to support your answer   CCSS Reading 3

• Use story details to explain how the story shows this theme: “Sometimes life 

doesn’t turn out the way you thought it would, and that’s OK ”  CCSS Reading 2

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Word Choice  Go back through the story to find details about Bob  

What ideas about Bob do you get from these details? How do these details 

make the climax surprising?  CCSS Reading 4 

• Analyze Text Structure  What is the climax, or point of greatest excitement, 

in this story? Why is it positioned where it is in the text? How might your 

understanding of the story change if its position changed?  CCSS Reading 5

PREPARE TO READ

Preview the illustrations with students and discuss what students infer from 

them  Then have students make and write predictions about what will happen 

in this story  Invite students to share predictions  Then tell them to check their 

predictions as they read the story 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do beliefs and values 
influence the way characters 
behave? 

KEY VOCABULARY
sleek (p. 34) smooth and shiny

docile (p. 35) easily taught, led, or 

controlled

cinch (p. 35) to fasten something, 

such as a belt or strap, tightly around 

someone or something

swagger (p. 36)  a way of walking 

or behaving that shows you have a lot 

of confidence

formidable (p. 38) very powerful 

or strong

Physical Education Conduct 
research to learn about youth rodeo 
competitions  Find out where these 
rodeos are popular, how kids learn 
rodeo skills, and what competitors 
win  Create a presentation with 
videos or pictures  

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Language Arts  The climax of a story 
is the point of greatest interest or 
excitement  At the climax, something 
important happens and the outcome 
of the story becomes clear  

CORE CONTENT

Percy Plumb is a librarian who dreams of being a cowboy  

When Percy adopts a kind, slow-moving horse named 

Bob, he realizes his cowboy dreams may not come true  

One day when a farmer’s cows get loose in the town, Bob 

and Percy come to the rescue 
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Percy Plumb,
Cowboy

by Sue 
Anderson

I l lustrated by Michael  Cheswor th
text © 2017 by Sue Anderson, art © 2017 by Michael Chesworth

SATURDAY  MORN ING  PERCY 
rose early. He put on his black hat and boots 
and red bandanna and went out on the porch 
to wait. As he waited, he began to daydream. 
He and Bob were racing across the prairie, 
fast as the wind. They were just about to leap 
a wide gully when the rattle of a horse trailer 
jolted him back to the present. Bob had arrived!

The trailer ramp dropped 
with a bang, and out stepped 
a big brown horse with enor-
mous feet and a giant white 
spot on his nose.

A wave of disappoint-
ment washed over Percy. This 
wasn’t a flashy pinto with one 

blue eye and one brown eye, and he certainly 
wasn’t a sleek black cow pony . . . but when 
Bob turned to look at Percy, his eyes were 
soft. In those eyes shone eagerness and trust 
and hope.

Percy offered the carrot he had in his 
pocket, and Bob stretched out his lips to take 
it. Picking up the rope and giving Bob a pat, 

Percy Plumb has always wanted to be a cowboy like his great-uncle 
Radcliffe. He loves stories about the Old West and wranglers named 
Dusty and Smokey Joe. He daydreams about riding the range on a flashy 
pinto with one blue eye and one brown eye, or maybe a quick, coal-black 
mustang. 

Instead of a cowpoke, though, he’s a librarian in the town of Mayfair, 
which boasts a broad green park, a Main Street of shops and cafés, and 
one remaining farm: Treadwell’s Dairy with its pastures of spotted cows.

One day Miss Peabody from the Humane Society posts a flier in the 
library. “WANTED: A Loving Home for Bob,” reads the poster. Percy peers 
at the photo of a horse who has gotten his face too close to the camera. His 
nose looks very large, and on that nose is a big white spot like a headlight. 
Percy’s thoughts begin to dwell less on books and more on Bob.

Several weeks later Miss Peabody returns. No one has adopted the 
horse, and the Humane Society can’t afford to keep him any longer. “But 
what will happen to Bob?” Percy asks. Miss Peabody hesitates. “I’ d rather 
not say,” she admits. To his surprise, Percy blurts out that he has a shed and 
a meadow behind his bungalow. Bob could stay there. Miss Peabody squeals 
with delight, and after that, things happen quickly. Bob is to be delivered 
Saturday morning.

PART TWO

34 35

Percy said, “C’mon, pardner.” Bob followed 
like a big brown dog.

All that afternoon Percy puttered around 
the shed, refilling the water bucket and put-
ting more hay in the manger. He swept the 
feed room and polished the saddle that had 
come with Bob. By evening he was tired, but 
in a very good way. 

The next morning he hurried out before 
the sun was up. Bob nickered when Percy 
slid back the door. As Bob ate his oats, Percy 
brushed him. He began wondering what it 
would be like to ride Bob. He hadn’t planned 
on it, not yet at least. But Bob seemed so quiet 
and docile—maybe he could sit on him for a 
few minutes, just to see how it felt?

Percy headed into the house to get his 
favorite book, The Horsekeeper’s Handbook. He 
propped it up on the feedbox and turned to 
the chapter entitled “Saddling Your Horse.”

Following the instructions, he swung the 
saddle high onto Bob’s back. Why, this isn’t 
difficult at all, Percy thought as he pulled the 
cinch tight. Putting on the bridle was somewhat 
harder. It seemed all straps and buckles, and 
Bob’s head was way out of reach. As if sensing 
the dilemma, Bob lowered his head, and Percy 
slipped the bridle on. When the last buckle was 
buckled, Percy led Bob from the shed.

Immediately he realized he wouldn’t be 
able to reach the stirrup to mount and he 
searched for something to stand on. The 

BOB IS SOOOO SWEET! AND 
PERCY IS SOOO LUCKY.. (SIGH)
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ARTICLE: April Rose in Charge
Magazine pages 40 - 44, Contemporary Realistic Fiction     

SPEAKING AND LISTENING

Judge a Character  Is April Rose doing a good job so far taking care of the sheep on 

her farm? Work in a group to discuss this question  Rate April Rose’s performance 

as Fantastic, Fair, or Not Good  Then get together with other groups to compare 

and discuss your ratings 

CLOSE READING AND TEXT ANALYSIS

Key Ideas

• April Rose wants to prove she can take care of the sheep  How do her actions 

show this? Support your response with details from the text   CCSS Reading 3

•  Early in the story, April Rose had a hard time making decisions  Has she 

changed? If so, how? Support your response with story details   CCSS Reading 3

• How does the setting present challenges for April Rose and the animals? Use 

details from the story to support your response   CCSS Reading 3

Craft and Structure

• Analyze Plot  When you analyze a plot, ask yourself why the author included 

each event  Why do you think the author included the information on page 

40 about how April Rose got Ma into the barn?  CCSS Reading 5

• Analyze Point of View  Rewrite a story scene in the first-person point of view 

from the perspective of an animal in the scene  Include the animal’s thoughts 

and feelings  How does this change the scene?  CCSS Reading 6

PREPARE TO READ

Explain to students that April Rose is responsible for getting her family’s 

flock of sheep into the barn  Ask students if they think this is too much 

responsibility for a 12-year-old  Then invite students to name some of their 

responsibilities  Finally, have students read the story 

ESSENTIAL 
QUESTION
How do beliefs and values 
influence the way characters 
behave?  

KEY VOCABULARY
straddle (p. 40) to sit or ride with 

a leg on either side of something

crest (p. 42)  the highest part or 

point of something, such as a hill or 

wave

loped (p. 44) ran in a relaxed way 

with long strides

feinting (p. 44) pretending to 

make an attack as a trick to fool your 

opponent

Language Arts  The English language 
is full of expressions that use the 
word “sheep ” Use the internet 
or library to create a list of sheep 
expressions  For each expression, 
write its meaning and a sentence that 
uses it  Share your work 

CROSS-CURRICULAR
EXTENSION

CONCEPT
Language Arts  Story events and 
conflicts can cause characters to 
change and grow 

CORE CONTENT

A storm is about to break as April Rose struggles to move 

her family’s flock of sheep from the meadow into the barn  

With the help of her dogs, she manages to get them to 

safety  Just when April Rose is about to head home, she 

begins to worry that one of the sheep is still outside in the 
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 “ A P R I L  R O S E ,  W H Y  did you 
take so long in the house!” I scolded myself 
as I ran across the backyard to the walk-
through gate. “Why didn’t you just drop the 
binoculars and run?”

storm was blowing in?” I angrily asked the 
voice as I finally got the latch to close. “I 
should have just headed right up to the hill!” 
But the voice didn’t answer.

I started to run across the pasture, hop-
ing I could get to the top of the hill before 
the rain hit. But as I passed Old Ma and her 
twins, I realized I couldn’t leave them out. 

Now the easiest way to move a sheep is 
to straddle its back like a pony, put one hand 
under its chin, and start walking. They don’t 
really have a choice but to walk along with 
you. Of course, the worst thing you can do is 
let them know you’re in a hurry, because then 

Twelve-year-old April Rose lives on a sheep farm 
with her mother and older sister. One summer eve-
ning, when her mother is going to a town meeting 
and her sister is out babysitting, April Rose is left to 
bring in the sheep from the upper pasture by herself. 
With her trusty little Icelandic dogs Lucky and Loki, 
the big guard dogs Tasha and Rufus, and Mom on 
speed dial, April is ready to prove she can take care 
of the farm without help. She assured her worried 
mother that she’s brought in the sheep many times, 
but a “ little voice in her head” reminds April Rose 
that always before someone else had been home if 
something went wrong. 

April heads out to where she can get a good look 
at the sheep on the hill pasture through her binoculars. 
She stops to give a few friendly scratches and some 
treats to a blind ewe named Old Ma and her twin 
babies. When she notices storm clouds gathering in the 
distance, she decides she better bring the sheep down 
early. She hurries back to the farmhouse to drop off 
her binoculars, but then dithers over whether she is 
doing the right thing and should call her mom first. 
She scolds herself for her indecisiveness, charges out the 
back door to head for the sheep, and gasps. The clouds 
have turned a scary black and greenish-yellow sort of 
color as a storm begins to roll in.

April Rose in Charge
by Barbara 

Sinopoli

Part 2

My heart hammering, I dashed through 
the gate and quickly turned to close it. My 
fingers fumbled for a few precious moments 
with the difficult latch. “Argh!” I yelled at 
myself. “Just leave it!”

But you should always, always shut the gate! 
the little voice advised in my head.

“Yeah, well, where were you when I took 
the time to go back into the house while this 

I l lustrated by Kyle Reed
text © 2017 by Barbara Webb Sinopoli, art © 2017 by Kyle Reed40 41

they’ll think something’s wrong and start to 
panic. That’s when you’re really in for trouble. 
A panicky sheep just can’t think clearly, and 
nothing will go well after that. 

So I tried to move Ma right along without 
letting her know we were in a rush. It took 
a good couple of minutes to reach the barn. 

Thankfully, her twins weren’t going to be left 
behind and followed us in.

“Here, Ma! Have a bite of hay!” I said as 
I shook out some hay for her, making sure 
to bang the wooden panel on the hay feeder. 
Nothing wrong with her hearing, I thought 
as Ma trotted over and started eating. I didn’t 

41
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CROSS-TEXT CONNECTIONS

COMPARING TEXTS

SYNTHESIZE: Guide students to compare articles they read  Help students find the 
connections between pieces of information in multiple articles  Use prompts, such as the 
following examples, to have students work together to Integrate Ideas and Information 
(CCSS.Reading.9) 

•  What did you learn about the different religions described in “The Inside Name” 
and “Ahimsa”? Create a chart and write the names of the religions as column 
heads  Then list information about the customs, history, and beliefs of each religion 
in the appropriate columns  When you are finished, get together with one or two 
classmates and discuss the ways in which these religions seem similar and different 

• In this issue of Cricket, you read and thought about different values and beliefs  What 
values and beliefs are conveyed by the different texts in the magazine? Create a four-
column chart  Use the following value words as column heads: kindness, freedom, 
hard work, usefulness  Match each text from the magazine to one of these values 
and write the titles in the appropriate columns  Do any texts fit into more than one 
column? Are there any texts that don’t seem to fit into any column? Identify the 
values conveyed by these and create new columns for them  Finally, discuss your 
ideas with classmates  

•  Compare ideas about bugs in “The Great Grasshopper Mystery,” “Bugalicious Party 
Recipes,” and “Fried Crickets, Anyone?” Write a short essay to describe how the 
ideas are similar and different  Identify the form or genre of each article and explain 
how this might influence the way the ideas are presented 

• Compare the main characters in “Ahimsa” and “April Rose in Charge ” How are Lily 
and April Rose similar and different? Discuss the problem each girl faces and how 
she tries to solve the problem  Use a Venn diagram (p  20) to record your ideas  Then 
write a short paragraph to answer this question: Could Lily and April Rose be friends? 
Support your response with details from the stories 

•  There are many different verbs that describe how a person or animal moves  Ran, 
slithered, and skipped are three examples  Look through “The Great Grasshopper 
Mystery,”  “Percy Plumb, Cowboy,” and “April Rose in Charge” for words and 
phrases that describe how animals and people move  Make a list and compare it 
with classmates to see if they found the same words  Then take turns making up 
sentences using these words and phrases 

Cricket © April 2017
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This mini-unit offers students an opportunity for an in-depth analysis of characters’ traits, 
beliefs, and values  Students will identify and discuss the beliefs of different characters 
from the magazine  Then they will go back into the texts to help them write questions for 
some of the magazine characters  Finally, they will engage in a hot seat activity using the 
questions they wrote  

EXPLORATORY LEARNING - FLEXIBLE MINI-UNIT DESIGN

MINI-UNIT

ENGAGE READ FOR A 
PURPOSE APPLY

ENGAGE: Engage students in the topic of what characters believe by first reviewing 
the Essential Question: How do beliefs and values influence the way characters behave? 
Work with students to identify the beliefs of different characters in the magazine texts 
and record them in a chart like the one below.  Create a similar chart for characters’ values. 
Discuss how the characters show their beliefs and values through their behavior.

I BELIEVE . . .

Murik
“Murik and the Magic Sack”

Kindness is its own re-
ward 

Felipe/Samuel
“The Inside Name”

People should be free 
to practice their chosen 
religion 

Lily
“Ahimsa”
There is no good reason 
to kill another creature 

Cricket © April 2017
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READ FOR A PURPOSE

INTRODUCE THE ACTIVITY: CHARACTER HOT SEAT Tell students that they are going 
to work in groups to take part in an activity called Hot Seat  Explain that group members 
will be assigned a character from the magazine to impersonate  Continue by explaining 
that each group member will take a turn sitting in the hot seat chair and being 
interviewed by the other members of his or her group  Make sure students understand 
that the person in the hot seat must answer the questions from their assigned 
character’s perspective  List the three parts of this activity on the board:

1   Get to know your assigned character by reviewing the story 

2  Write 2-3 interview questions for each of the characters in your group 

3  Take part in Hot Seat 

With a student volunteer, quickly model the hot seat procedure  Then create groups and 
assign characters in each group 

Activity Tips

• Choose four texts from the magazine to use for this activity and focus on the 
main character in each text 

• Organize the class into groups of four  In each group, assign a different 
character to each student 

• If you have extra students, create groups of five and allow two students to 
play the same character so that all four characters are represented in each 
group and no one is left out 

MINI-UNIT (cont )

RETURN TO THE TEXT: Explain to students that before they can take part in the Hot Seat, 
they need to get to know the characters they will be impersonating in the activity  Distribute 
a copy of the My Character graphic organizer (p  17) to each student  Have students reread 
the story their character appears in and take notes about their character using the organizer 

When all students have finished, allow students impersonating the same character to get 
together and share notes and ideas about the questions they might be asked 

Cricket © April 2017
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APPLY: CHARACTER HOT SEAT Now that students have studied their assigned 
characters, they are ready to write interview questions for the other characters in their 
groups and play Hot Seat 

MINI-UNIT (cont )

Materials
• completed My Character graphic organizers
• Hot Seat Questions graphic organizer (p  18), one per student
• a bell or timer

• a hot seat chair, stool, or pillow for each group

STEP 1: Build Background  Remind students that they will be working 
independently to write 2-3 questions for each character in the group, including 
their own character  Explain that questions should be open-ended and should not 
be able to be answered with a simple yes or no or with simple details from the 
story  Go over the following question types and examples with students:

• Background questions: What kinds of magazines do you like to read?
• Specific questions: How did you feel about your decision to       ?
• Questions about story events: Why didn’t you change your name permanently?
• Questions beyond the story: Do you think breaking the law is ever justified?

STEP 2: Write Questions  Have students refer to the magazine stories and use 
the question stems in the Hot Seat Questions graphic organizer to help them 
write their 2-3 questions for each character  Remind students that questions 
can ask why characters did or said certain things and how characters felt about 
events or other characters, or their questions can go beyond the story 
Have students reread their questions and think about how the characters might 
answer them  It is okay for students to draw inferences about how characters might 
respond as long as their inferences are based on evidence in the text  Tell students 
to revise questions that are too simple or that can be answered with a yes or no 

STEP 3: Get in the Hot Seat  Have students assemble in their groups and make 
sure each group has a hot seat  Remind students that the answers they give 
when they are on the hot seat should be based on their understanding of the 
character  Announce which character in each group will take the hot seat (“For 
the next seven minutes, all April Roses will be in the hot seat!”) Then walk 
around the classroom and provide guidance and encouragement as necessary  
Use a timer or bell to signal when to stop  Announce the next character to take 
the hot seat  Continue until all group members have had a spot in the hot seat 
(NOTE: If two group members are impersonating the same character, have 
them take turns answering different questions from their group members )
Variation: Hold a whole class hot seat activity by having one character or a 
panel of characters sit in front of the class and answer questions 

Cricket © April 2017
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NAME: _________________________

MY CHARACTER GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

           Beliefs/Values         Traits Likes/Dislikes

Conflicts         Important Events  Key Relationships

Cricket © April 2017
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NAME: _________________________

HOT SEAT QUESTIONS GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

Character:

1.  How did you feel when … ?

2.  Why did you … ?

3.  What do you think about … ?

Character:

1. 

2. 

3. 

Character:

1. 

2. 

3. 

Character:

1. 

2. 

3. 

 

Cricket © April 2017
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NAME: _________________________

CAUSE-EFFECT GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

Cause

Effects on land and 
property

Effects on daily life

Effects on animals

Effects on life plans

Locust Plagues
on the

Great Plains

Cricket © April 2017
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NAME: _________________________

VENN DIAGRAM
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Meeting State and National Standards:  
   Core Instructional Concepts

The articles in this magazine provide a wealth of opportunities for meeting state and national 
instructional standards  The following pages contain charts listing Core Instructional Concepts 
for each of three curricular areas: English Language Arts, Science, and Social Studies  

USING THE STANDARDS CHARTS

ELA  
Corresponding CCSS anchor standards have been listed next to each item on the Core 
Instructional Concepts chart  To customize the chart, add your own grade, state, or district 
standards in the last column  Match the concepts and standards from the chart to the 
activities on each page of the Teacher’s Guide to complete your lesson plans 
 

SOCIAL STUDIES  
Content Concepts in each Article Guide are based on Dimension 2 of the CS Framework 
for Social Studies: Applying Disciplinary Concepts and Tools  Use the last column in the 
accompanying chart to correlate these concepts to your state or district standards 
 

SCIENCE  
Content Concepts in each Article Guide are drawn from the Three Dimensions of the Next 
Generation Science Standards  You will also find connections to these concepts within 
individual close-reading questions 
 

MATH  
Content Opportunities for math activities are provided in the Cross-Curricular extensions on 
each Article Guide page 

Appendix
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   CORE INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPTS:  
READING, LITERATURE, AND LANGUAGE ARTS

SKILLS AND CONCEPTS CCSS ANCHOR 
STANDARD

CORRESPONDING 
STANDARD

KEY IDEAS AND DETAILS 

Read closely to determine what a text says explicitly. Reading 1

Make logical inferences to determine what the text communicates 

implicitly 
Reading 1

Cite specific textual evidence to support conclusions drawn from the 

text  
Reading 1

Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their 

development 
Reading 2

Summarize key supporting details and ideas. Reading 2

Analyze how individuals, events, and ideas develop and interact over 

the course of a text  
Reading 3

CRAFT AND STRUCTURE  

Interpret words and phrases as they are used in a text Reading 4

Determine technical, connotative, and figurative meanings. Reading 4

Analyze how specific word choices shape meaning or tone Reading 4

Analyze the structure of texts (sequence, cause/effect, compare/

contrast, problem/solution)
Reading 5

Recognize the genre, key elements, and characteristics of literary texts Reading 5

Assess how point of view or purpose shapes the content and style of a 

text  
Reading 6

Analyze how an author’s style and tone affects meaning Reading 6

INTEGRATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND IDEAS

Integrate and evaluate content presented in diverse media and formats  Reading 7

Identify and evaluate the argument and claims in a text Reading 8

Analyze how two or more texts address similar themes or topics. Reading 9

WRITING
Write arguments to support claims, using valid reasoning and relevant 

and sufficient evidence  
Writing 1

Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex 

ideas and information clearly and accurately 
Writing 2

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events Writing 3

Draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, 

reflection, and research 
Writing 9

Conduct short as well as more sustained research projects. Writing 10
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CORE INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPTS:  
SOCIAL STUDIES

C3 INQUIRY ARC 
DIMENSION 2: APPLYING DISCIPLINARY CONCEPTS AND TOOLS

STATE OR 
DISTRICT 
STANDARD

CIVICS
Analyze the origins, functions, and structure of different governments and the origins and 

purposes of laws and key constitutional provisions 

Summarize core civic virtues and democratic principles.

Evaluate policies intended to address social issues 

ECONOMICS

Evaluate the benefits and costs of individual economic choices.

Analyze economic incentives, including those that cause people and businesses to specialize 

and trade 

Explain the importance of resources (i e  labor, human capital, physical capital, natural 

resources) in methods of economic production.

Explain the functions of money in a market economy 

Explain the importance of competition in a market economy 

Apply economic concepts (i e  interest rate, inflation, supply and demand) and theories of how 

individual and government actions affect the production of goods and services.

Analyze economic patterns, including activity and interactions between and within nations 

GEOGRAPHY
Construct and use maps and other graphic representations (i e  images, photographs, etc ) of 

different places 

Explain cultural influences on the way people live and modify and adapt to their environments 

Analyze places, including their physical, cultural and environmental characteristics and how 

they change over time 

Analyze movement of people, goods, and ideas.

Analyze regions, including how they relate to one another and the world as a whole from a 

political, economic, historical, and geographic perspective 

HISTORY
Interpret historical context to understand relationships among historical events or 

developments. 

Evaluate historical events and developments to identify them as examples of historical change 

and/or continuity.

Analyze perspectives, including factors that influence why and how individuals and groups 

develop different ones 

Evaluate historical sources, including their reliability, relevancy, utility, and limitations 

Analyze causes and effects, both intended and unintended, of historical developments 
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CORE INSTRUCTIONAL CONCEPTS:  
SCIENCE

DIMENSION 2: CROSSCUTTING CONCEPTS

Dimension 2 provides an organizational schema for integrating and interrelating knowledge from different science 

domains  The eight NGSS Crosscutting Concepts are as follows:

• Patterns

• Similarity and Diversity

• Cause and Effect

• Scale, Proportion, and Quantity

• Systems and System Models

• Energy and Matter

• Structure and Function

• Stability and Change

DIMENSION 3: DIMENSIONS AND DISCIPLINARY CORE IDEAS

Dimension 3 presents a contained set of Disciplinary Core Ideas to support deeper understanding and application of 

content  The following chart details Core Ideas for curriculum, instructional content, and assessments within four domains 

LIFE SCIENCE PHYSICAL SCIENCE EARTH SCIENCE SPACE SYSTEMS
• Structure and  

Function of  
Living Things

• Life Cycles and  
Stages

• Reproduction & 
Inherited Traits

• Animals

• Plants

• Forces and  
Interactions

• Energy

• Light

• Sound

• Electricity/  
Magnetism

• Matter

• Waves

• Heat

• Chemistry

• Information  
Processing

• Weather

• Climate

• Rocks & Soil

• Erosion and 
Weathering

• Landforms

• Water

• Oceans

• History of Earth

• Plate Tectonics

• Volcanoes, 
Earthquakes,  
and Tsunamis

• Solar System

• Planets

• Moon

• Sun

DIMENSION 1: SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING PRACTICES

Dimension 1 focuses on the practice of science, and how knowledge is continually adapted based on new findings  

The eight practices of the K-12 Science and Engineering Curriculum are as follows:

• Asking questions (for science) and defining 

problems (for engineering)

• Developing and using models

• Planning and carrying out investigations

• Analyzing and interpreting data

• Using mathematics and computational thinking

• Constructing explanations (for science) and designing 

solutions (for engineering)

• Engaging in argument from evidence

• Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information


